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Class action lawsuits have benefitted thousands of consumers
computers and video game
consoles, settled for $242
million with over 19,000
claimants who alleged
price-fixing.

A recent study by the Center
for Justice & Democracy at
New York Law School found
that class action lawsuits have
forced a wide range of big industries to stop engaging in illegal, anti-consumer practices,
while returning hundreds of
millions of dollars to consumers and businesses harmed by
such activities.
Class actions are lawsuits in
which consumers or businesses who have suffered similar
damages get together to bring a
single legal action against the
responsible industries and/or individuals. Wrongdoers strongly oppose
the very concept of class actions
because such lawsuits are so effective
at bringing justice to groups of victims who might otherwise be unable
to challenge wealthy corporations
that have the resources to retain
teams of lawyers.
Joanne Doroshow, executive director
of the Center for Justice & Democracy and author of the study, pointed
out the importance of class action
lawsuits as part of the nation’s civil
justice system.
“Class action lawsuits are among the
most important tools that cheated
and violated individuals and small
businesses have to recover stolen
money, hold large corporations and

 Manufacturers of compo-

nents of flat panels used
in computers and televisions settled with purchasers
over allegations of pricefixing. Defendants distributed close to $320 million to
almost 3,000 claimants.
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institutions accountable and deter
future misconduct,” Doroshow said.
“This report shows clearly that class
actions are one of the most powerful
mechanisms used to secure justice
in America.”
The Center for Justice & Democracy
study is a compilation of more than
150 class action lawsuits litigated and
settled since 2005. Samples of some of
the class action lawsuits examined in
the study include:
 Two dozen major airfreight carriers

reached at least 21 settlements for
over $320 million with class members for unlawfully fixing prices of
airfreight shipping services.

 Manufacturers of dynamic random

access memory (DRAM) chips,
which are used in personal

 Insurance brokers and
		
insurance companies settled with commercial insurance
policyholders over allegations of
anti-competitive activity. The defendants paid about $121 million to
over 2 million claimants.
 Several U.S. manufacturers of

linerboard settled with a class of
businesses that purchased corrugated boxes and sheets over pricefixing allegations. The settlement
distributed over $140 million to
more than 7,000 claimants.

 DeBeers, which mines and trades

diamonds, settled with a class of
purchasers of diamonds who alleged anti-competitive activity. The
settlement from DeBeers distributed over $110 million to thousands
of claimants.
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Some ‘tax relief’ companies cheat consumers out of millions of dollars
It’s hard to miss them: TV, radio,
magazine, billboard and flyer ads
promising to solve your tax problems
with the IRS or your state tax agency.
The problem with some of these offers is that all they might do is make
your situation worse by getting you
to pay hefty upfront fees and doing
little or nothing in return.
The IRS, the Federal Trade Commission and others warn the public to
be wary of “tax relief” companies
that make big promises and demand
fat fees in advance. While the vast
majority of lawyers, accountants
and CPAs who assist taxpayers are
legitimate and perform much needed
services, some who claim to be tax
experts do little more than take
your money.
People who owe back taxes and don’t
have the money to pay them are often
in distress, and some make bad decisions when selecting someone to help
them resolve their problems.
The FTC and IRS warn taxpayers
to be especially wary of companies
that claim they can reduce or even
eliminate all your tax debts and stop

One company took in more than $100
million before the FTC shut it down.
After forcing the company to close,
the FTC ordered its owners to pay
more than $15 million to settle for its
law violations.
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back-tax collection by applying for
legitimate IRS hardship programs.
According the FTC, most taxpayers
don’t qualify for the programs that
these companies are trying to sell,
and the companies not only don’t
even settle the tax debt, but they also
don’t even send the necessary paperwork to the IRS requesting participation in the mentioned programs.
The IRS also says that some of these
companies don’t provide refunds,
leaving people further in debt.

In many cases the IRS will not even
deal with some of the con artists
who make outrageous claims. To
represent a third party in negotiations with the IRS, a person has to be
an “enrolled agent.” These enrolled
agents are usually lawyers, accountants and CPAs. If you are having
problems dealing with taxes you owe
and need a third party to represent
you before the IRS, make certain that
the person is an enrolled agent.
If you are unable to resolve your
tax problems yourself, one option
you have is to contact the Taxpayers
Advocate Service, an independent
organization within the IRS, for free
help. In some cases, the IRS might
offer an installment program that
allows you to pay back taxes over a
number of months or years. Visit irs.
gov/advocate or call 877-777-4778 for
more information about the Taxpayers Advocate Service.

Vehicle crashes are top cause of teen deaths
Year after year in the United States,
vehicle crashes rank as the leading
cause of death among teenagers. In
2012, the most recent year for which
final data is available, 859 teens were
killed on America’s streets and highways. Despite these grim statistics,
surveys by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration find
that only one in four parents have
had a serious talk with their children
about driving safety.
Leading contributors to crash deaths
involving teenagers are similar to
those of older motorists –– alcohol
and not wearing seat belts. Although
it’s illegal in all 50 states for those

under age 21 to buy alcohol, nationally in 2012, 28 percent of drivers 15
to 20 years old who were killed in
crashes had alcohol in their system.
Also in 2012, more than half of all
the teen car drivers killed in crashes
were not buckled up.
NHTSA has developed the “5 to
Drive” rules for parents to share with
their teens. Highway safety experts
urge all parents to have serious
talks with their children about basic
safety rules when driving or riding
as passengers in vehicles. These talks
should include explanations of the
“5 to Drive” rules.
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“5 to Drive” rules
1. No drinking and driving.
2. Buckle up. Every trip. Every time. 		
Front seat and back.
3. Put it down. One text or call could
wreck it all.
4. Stop speeding before it stops you.
5. No more than one passenger at
a time.

How fair are laws that require you
to show a photo ID to vote?
It’s apparently a widely held belief
in some states that voter fraud runs
rampant on election days and that
requiring citizens to show a photo
ID before being allowed to vote cuts
down on such alleged abuses. On the
other hand, many who are dedicated
to protecting the voting rights of all
citizens argue that strict photo ID
laws do little to prevent voter fraud
and that illegal voting on election
days is actually extremely rare.
As of 2014, a handful of states ––
mostly in the South –– enforced
“strict” photo ID laws. Some voters
who are unable to produce an
acceptable photo ID in a “strict” state
can sometimes cast a provisional
ballot but must follow up with some
sort of activity to have their ballot
counted. Most other states have
more flexible laws regarding how
people can demonstrate that they are
eligible to vote.
According to voting rights advocates,
strict photo ID requirements have
a disproportionate negative impact
on poor and minority voters. One
reason for this is that a valid driver’s
license is perhaps the most common
form of photo ID that a person can
show in order to vote. Many people,
especially poor minorities, do not
posses a driver’s license because they
don’t own a vehicle and don’t drive.
According to estimates, in Texas
alone up to 700,000 voters do not have
the ID documents required by that
state’s recently implemented strict
voter ID law. Because obtaining
an approved photo ID to vote can
cost between $2 and $47, some
argue that this requirement places
a price or “poll tax” on a person’s
constitutional right to vote.
An exhaustive study by the Brennan
Center for Justice at New York
University School of Law of alleged
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instances of voting impropriety
found that fraud at voting stations
is extremely rare. The study points
out that each act of voter fraud
carries strong penalties: five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine in a federal
election. The study argues that,
because of these strict penalties,
“fraud by individual voters is a
singularly foolish and ineffective way
to attempt to win an election.”
The Brennan Center for Justice
examined reports of voter fraud
investigations in numerous states.
These included, but were not limited
to, allegations of double voting, dead
people voting, voting by convicted
felons, voting by noncitizens and vote
buying. After examining a long list
of alleged voter fraud cases, the
Brennan Center for Justice concluded that it found only “a handful of
substantiated cases of individual
ineligible voters attempting to
defraud the election system.”
Many of the allegations of voter
fraud examined in the study
turned out to be caused by clerical
and typographical errors made
by election officials or incorrect
assumptions by those making the

accusations. In many cases of “dead”
people voting, the study found that
large numbers of those people died
shortly after they voted or that a
living voter’s name was confused
with that of a deceased person
having a very similar name.
In a different case, a woman’s vote
was challenged because her listed
address appeared to be a personal
storage unit. It turned out that the
woman was manager of the personal
storage business and lived in an apartment within the company’s property.
The study pointed out that a more
likely opportunity for voter fraud
to occur is in the absentee voting
process, where fraud through
forgery or undue influence is more
of a threat. Strict photo ID laws do
little to address the absentee voting
process, according to the study.
Voting is one of the most important
rights the Constitution gives to
Americans and it is a cornerstone
of our democracy. Lawmakers and
governors should be extremely
cautious when enacting new laws
that make it harder for eligible voters
to participate in elections.
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Think it through carefully before cosigning a loan
It can be very tough to tell a
friend, child or other family member “no” when he or she asks you
to cosign a loan. However, many
financial advisors agree that you
do just that –– avoid co-signing a
loan for anybody. When you cosign
a loan for another person, you
could be taking on a greater risk
of hurting your good credit record
than if you had borrowed the
money yourself.
Consider this: A person who calls
on a friend or family member to
cosign a loan for a new car, house,
home appliance or a student loan
is probably lacking an acceptable
credit record of his or her own;
that’s probably why he or she needs
you to cosign. Lenders review
a loan applicant’s credit record
to see if that person is likely to
make timely payments as called
for in the loan agreement. If the

applicant’s record does not meet
the lender’s standards, then credit
often is refused unless the borrower comes up with a cosigner.
When a borrower fails to make
payments as required, the lender
will likely call on the cosigner
to pay up –– sometimes for the

entire balance of the loan. Since
the cosigner probably has a better
record of paying his or her debts
than does the borrower, the lender
may concentrate collection efforts
on the cosigner. On top of this,
lenders report late payments to
credit bureaus, and these reports
could include the names of both
the borrower and the cosigner.
If your credit record is damaged
because of problems with a loan
you cosigned, then your ability to
borrow money for yourself could
also be compromised.
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Federal and private loans to pay
college tuition can be a particular
problem, especially for seniors.
Studies are showing sharp increases in the student loan debt
owed by seniors, with about half
of that debt involving loans
cosigned by people 60 and over.
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